
One heart, more souls

The unique feature of the Isotta Fraschini Tipo 6 is that it is designed from birth
for very different uses while always maintaining the same extreme spirit.

At the moment Isotta Fraschini will be the only brand that produces an LMH car
(the most extreme racing car with covered wheels) to race it directly to races, to
sell it to customer teams that compete in the same championship and also to sell
it to whoever wants to race it in other series where it will be eligible to participate.

At the same time there will  be the Pista version, reserved for customers who
want to enjoy the Tipo 6 on different circuits without competing. They can do it
alone or at events where there will be several Tipo 6 Pista owners, united by the
pleasure of sharing the same passion.

Finally there will be the Strada version, intended for customers who want it for
their collection or to roam freely on the street in all those countries where it will
be allowed to circulate freely.

A heart and more souls, in short, a thing no other manufacturer can currently
offer.



Isotta Fraschini Tipo 6 LMH Competizione

Born to compete in World Endurance racing, this extreme four-wheel drive hybrid
hypercar has the electric power delivered through the front axle, while at the rear
is a centrally mounted turbocharged 90° V6 3-litre engine with direct injection.
This engine was conceived in collaboration between the Germans of HWA and
Michelotto Engineering, but the intellectual property belongs to Isotta Franchini.
In this version the maximum power was limited to 700 HP, while the front electric
motor develops a power of 270 HP. The total weight of the car is 1000 kg.

On the aerodynamic topic the car was developed in the Williams’ wind tunnel in
Great Britain. Chassis and bodywork are totally designed by Isotta Fraschini and
produced  by  ARS  Technologies,  a  leading  Italian  company  in  composite
materials sector.

Other  key  components  are  relized  by  important  project-partners  like  Brembo
(brakes),  PWR  (cooling  system),  Multimatic  (suspension),  XTrac  (gearbox),
Williams (battery system), Pankl (transmission) and Bosch (electronics).



CAR Le Mans Hypercars (LMH) 4WD hybrid car
1030 kg
90 Lt tank, FT5

CHASSIS AND 
BODYWORK

Specific chassis in carbon fiber, bodywork in carbon 
fiber and composite materials
Length: 5000 mm | width: 2000 mm | height: 1260 mm

ENGINE Combustion engine: Turbocharged, 3 Lts, V6, 90°, 
direct injection, 700 hp (520 kW)
Electric engine: front e-motor with inverter, 270 hp (200
kW)
Lithium-ion 900 V battery

GEARBOX Sequential transverse 7-speed gearbox

SUSPENSION Double wishbone, torsion bars

ELECTRONICS Bosch Motorsport system
(ECU MS7.8, VCU MS50.4, PBX 190

TYRES Front: 29 / 71-18 with 12.5” rims
Rear: 34 / 71-18 with 14.0” rims

BRAKES Integrated brake-by-wire system (EBS)
Carbon discs, 6-piston front calipers and 4-pistot rear



Isotta Fraschini Tipo 6 Pista

Almost the twin car of the Tipo 6 Competizione, the Tipo 6 Pista is intended for
customers who don't plan to use it for competitive racing but want to enjoy this
jewel on the circuit, with direct assistance from Isotta Fraschini. Compared to the
racing car it can count on an even greater power of the turbocharged V6 engine
(750 hp against 700), always combined with the 270 hp electric motor to fulfill the
promise  of  a  car  with  more  than  1000  hp  and  a  weight  of  less  than  1000
kilograms, since the car will not have the ballast imposed by the WEC (World
Endurance World Championship) regulation.

The owners of this racing car will also be able to count on the presence of a
professional driver as an instructor, ordinary and extraordinary inspections, car
carefully conserved at the factory as well as moving it to and from the tracks.

A turnkey service, based on the "arrive and drive" concept, offering to the owner
a unique experience of pure pleasure.

The price of the car will start from 2,750,000 euros, plus taxes.



CAR Le Mans Hypercars (LMH) 4WD hybrid car
1000 kg
90 Lt tank, FT5

CHASSIS AND 
BODYWORK

Specific chassis in carbon fiber, bodywork in carbon 
fiber and composite materials
Length: 5000 mm | width: 2000 mm | height: 1260 mm

ENGINE Combustion engine: Turbocharged, 3 Lts, V6, 90°, 
direct injection, 750 hp (560 kW)
Electric engine: front e-motor with inverter, 270 hp (200
kW)
Lithium-ion 900 V battery

GEARBOX Sequential transverse 7-speed gearbox

SUSPENSION Double wishbone, torsion bars

ELECTRONICS Bosch Motorsport system
(ECU MS7.8, VCU MS50.4, PBX 190

TYRES Front: 29 / 71-18 with 12.5” rims
Rear: 34 / 71-18 with 14.0” rims

BRAKES Integrated brake-by-wire system (EBS)
Carbon discs, 6-piston front calipers and 4-pistot rear



Isotta Fraschini Tipo 6 Strada

The  road  version  maintains  the  same  spirit  of  the  Competizione  and  Pista
versions, but will have more striking changes to the bodywork, ground clearance
and weight, in order to be suitable for use not exclusively on circuit.

Its strongest feature is the ability to adapt it to the personal taste, following the
"not a same car" motto. Obviously customization can be limited to just the colors
rather than the interiors, but it can even reach more extreme choices, bringing
time back to the beginning of the last century’s Isotta Fraschini, when the car was
sold  without  the  bodywork  and  leaving  so  to  the  most  famous  ateliers  the
possibility to interpret the line as pleased.

Performance remains similar to the Competizione and Pista versions, because
what's under the skin is the same, although the greater weight and the absence
of some important aerodynamic appendages make it less extreme.

Homologations in a single repeatable copy are envisaged, permitting circulation
in all those States that allow it.

The price of the car will start from 2,750,000 Euros plus taxes, rising on the basis
of the degree of customization required.



CAR 4WD hybrid
1000 kg
100 L tank

CHASSIS & 
BODYWORK

Carbon monocoque Arstec, Fia homologated
Carbon bodywork Arstec
Length: 5000 mm | width: 2000 mm | wheelbase: 3150 
mm

ENGINE V6 single turbo 3.0 lt
Front Electric motor Helix
Power output 520 kW thermic + 200 kw electric
Max top speed 370 km/h
Traction control, stability control

GEARBOX Front differential Xtrac P-1394
Rear 7-speed sequential gearbox Xtrac P-1395
Semi-automatic electric Megaline steering wheel paddle-
shift system
Gearbox and front differential cooling by oil exchanger

SUSPENSIONS Double wishbones
5-way schock absorber
Adjustable anti-roll bar system
3rd element front and rear

ELECTRONICS & 
SOFTWARE

EBS front
Kayaba electric power steering
Megaline Fia approved carbon aluminum back lighted 
steering wheel
Led headlights
TPMS sensor
Rear camera

TYRES Front width 10.5”, rear width 14”
Rims: 20”/21" aluminum

BRAKES Brembo | 6 piston calipers | discs front Ø 380 mm | rear 
Ø 355 mm



Giuliano Michelotto

The  magnificent  story  of  Giuliano  Michelotto  begins  in  Padua  in  1969,  in  a
workshop that from 1973 became Service Ferrari. Today Michelotto Engineering
deals with racing cars, production car prototypes and road car tuning.

Michelotto has dedicated himself  since its origins to the preparation of  racing
cars, immediately obtaining successes in succession. Among the results of the
first  thirty  years  of  activity  there  are  the  conquest  of  the  Italian  Touring
Championship Group 1 Class 850 in 1971, five Italian Rally Championships and
over thirty absolute victories obtained with the Lancia Stratos in the seventies.
And  also  two  Targa  Florio  victories,  two  Tour  De  France,  an  Italian  Rally
Championship and a Spanish Rally Championship with the Ferrari 308 Group 4
in the early 1980s.

Thanks to the experiences acquired, the Paduan company was involved in 1983
by Ferrari in the creation of the 308 GT/M, planned to replace the 308 Gr.4 and
308 Gr.B, and then in the subsequent Ferrari GTO Evoluzione of 1985, which
due of  the changed sporting regulations it  became the laboratory car  for  the
development of the Ferrari F40.

Later  Michelotto  was  commissioned  by  the  Prancing  Horse  manufacturer  to
create the racing versions of the F40: nineteen specimens of the F40 Le Mans
(1989) were set up to compete in the IMSA championship, seven Ferrari F40 GTs
(1993) were prepared for the Italian GT Championship and seven Ferrari F40
GTE (1994) were realized for the BPR Global GT Series. Some of these versions
were also entered in the 24 Hours of Le Mans by various teams over the years in



the ‘90, but being conceived for sprint races they did not obtain significant results
in  the  classic  French  marathon.  The  best  result  was  in  fact  the  12th  place
achieved in 1995, 28 laps down from the winner, after scoring the 5th time overall
and  pole  position  among  the  GTs  in  qualifying.  Among  the  many  results  to
remember,  the  successes  with  the  Ferrari  337SP  should  be  noted,  which
collected 69 pole positions and 56 absolute victories including three 12 Hours of
Sebring and one 24 Hours of Daytona.

However, the real hangover of results came with the new millennium, when the
cars  that  left  the  Padua  headquarters  achieved  in  the  last  twenty  years  this
incredible series of results:

34 Constructors' titles
120 Team titles
183 Driver titles
178 FIA Constructors' World Championships
28 FIA Team World Championships
30 FIA World Drivers' Championships
11 24H of Le Mans victories
18 24H of Spa victories
2 24h of Daytona victories
9 12H of Sebring victories
10 10H Petit Le Mans victories
Over 1300 individual victories



Alessandro Fassina

Isotta Fraschini Milano’s President first had a prestigious past as racing driver in
rallying (Italian champion in 1990 on a Ford Sierra Cosworth and world champion
in 1993 on a Mazda GT-R) and then an entrepreneurial career of the highest
level.

After  closely  following  the  Fassina  Group  growth,  he  began  to  work  in  the
financial  resources  by  managing  the  companies  Fassina  Immobiliare  and
Fassina Partecipazioni. He’s the one who took for the Group the decision to enter
also in the fuel distribution market, with Petrol Service H6.

In  addition  to  being  Chairman  of  Isotta  Fraschini,  he  currently  is  also  Chief
Executive Officer of Fassina Automotive, company whose dealers distributes 14
different  car  brands (including Bentley and McLaren exclusively  for  Italy)  and
C.E.O. of Autopolar Spa. Overall, the Fassina Group and Autopolar sell a total of
over 20,000 cars a year, with a consolidated turnover of 350 million euros.



Enzo Panacci

Graduated in  business  administration  from the  prestigious Bocconi  university,
Enzo Panacci is Chief Executive Officer of Isotta Franchini Milano. 

Rally  driver  in  his  youth,  with  very  appreciable  results  behind  him,  he  has
completed a high-profile professional career that has seen him involved in the
publishing, industrial and mobile telephony worlds.

His last prestigious position before joining Isotta Fraschini Milano saw him from
2015 to 2022 as Chief Executive Officer of Nolan, leading company in the world
of motorcycle helmets, which in his seven-year period saw its turnover grow from
39 million Euros to 55 million Euros with an EBTDA of 20%.



Claudio Berro

Motorsport  Managing  Director  and  Isotta  Fraschini  Milano  board  member,
Claudio Berro has a long past in competitions. After his competitive beginnings
as a co-driver in rallies, he moved on to lead Peugeot Italia field operations as
team principal  both in rallies as on the track (1985-1993).  He then moved to
Ferrari (1994-2004), where he held the positions of Sporting Director, Head of F1
Communication and then Head of Motorsport (excluding F1).

The two following years he was general manager of Maserati Corse and head of
Fiat Motorsport (Abarth, Alfa Romeo and Fiat), then moved to Abarth as Director
of Racing Activities.

Before joining Isotta Fraschini he was also Director of Motorsport in Lotus and
then in Leopard Sport.

During  his  long  career  he  won  two  Rally  championship  as  co-driver,  a
Superturismo Italian touring car championship with Peugeot, five F1 driver titles
and  six  F1  constructor  titles  with  Ferrari,  a  world  title  with  Maserati,  one
European rally championship and two Italian rally championships with Fiat, two
rally championships in Italy with Abarth and a TCR drivers title in Leopard.



SignumStile dresses the Tipo 6 Competizione

SignumStile is a Milanese design studio born from the union of the passion and
creative experience of the three young founders: Michele Leonello - born in 1981
- Chief Designer with more than twenty years of experience in automotive design,
Pau Hernández Brañas -  born in 1992 - Senior Designer graduated from the
Llotja  University  of  Barcelona  with  two  masters,  including  one  in  automotive
design from the SPD of Milan, and Edoardo Franchini - born in 1985 - CEO of the
company, entrepreneur, racing car driver and design enthusiast in all its forms.

SignumStile has created the livery of the Isotta Fraschini Tipo 6 Competizione
keeping  three  fundamental  characteristics  as  reference  points:  heritage,
dynamism, simplicity. In fact, the clean lines sinuously envelop the bodywork as if
enhancing its speed and infuse the car with dynamism. The modern geometries
blend with the iconic colors that pay homage to the heritage of the brand, born in
1900 in Milan.


